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Introduction

The success of your relationship is never determined by your Birth Cards or your connections
alone. Though some cards have it easier than others in this important area of life, ultimately it is
each individual who holds the responsibility for the success or failure of their relationship. This
report will act as a guide to help you achieve that success if that is what you truly want. Pay
special attention to the affirmations listed for each connection in this report.

Welcome to your personal Love Cards report. The purpose of this report is to reveal as much
information about you and your partner as possible, using an ancient and highly accurate system
called The Book of Destiny. It is our hope that this report will enlighten you a little, and maybe
even help you to make more powerful and happy choices in the areas of love and marriage. This
report will explain many things about you, your partner, and how the two of you interact. However,



in no way is this meant to tell you whether or not you will be successful as a couple. That success
is always in your hands. No matter what connections you share, this relationship can be
successful if both partners want it and are willing to commit to making it happen. However, you
may discover herein just how easy or challenging that may be for the two of you.

Your Relationship Report consists of two separate parts. The first part is where you will find the
description of each of your Birth Cards and Planetary Ruling Cards, if you have them. This
section will reveal some of your personality traits, values, and other factors that make each of you
who you are. You can get a basic feeling for each of you in this section and perhaps get a new
perspective on who you are. This section may also reveal some of your relationship patterns -
what sorts of people you are each attracted to, whether you are inclined to commitment or not,
and other factors that may influence your love life.

Once you have learned something about each of you separately, you are ready to learn about
how the two of you connect energetically. In the second part you will find out exactly what
'connections' you share with your partner that explain what each of you experiences when you
are together. This is where you will find out what areas are easy or challenging for the two of you,
what things you may like or dislike about your partner and why. Your connections explain how
your relationship will be experienced by both of you. Some connections are good for sex, others
for marriage, and others for working or business relationships.

This report was created with the intention of opening up doors of understanding and awareness.
May your awareness grow and along with it, your understanding of your life and your happiness
with it.



Personal Significators for Rachel Green, born on 5/5/1969
Birth Card Planetary Ruling Card 1

Personal Significators for Ross Geller, born on 5/12/1967
Birth Card Planetary Ruling Card 2

Report Overview - Significators and Connections

The cards that represent us are called our Personal Significators. The most important of these is
our Birth Card but there are others that play an important part as well. On this page are listed the
personal significators for each person that are used to find the relationship connections in this
report.



Ross Geller is the Venus
Card to Rachel Green 

[Life Spread]

Rachel Green is the
Neptune Card to Ross

Geller 
[Spiritual Spread]

Ross Geller gives to
Rachel Green as her

Karmic Cousin

Ross Geller's Birth Card
is the same as Rachel

Green's Planetary
Ruling Card

Ross Geller is the
Jupiter Card to Rachel

Green 
[Life Spread]

Rachel Green owes
Ross Geller in a Karmic

Relationship

Rachel Green is the
Moon Card to Ross

Geller 
[Life Spread]

Rachel Green and Ross
Geller are Mars to each

other 
[Life Spread]

The Relationship Connections Used In This Report

The heart of this report are the energetic connections found between this couple. Here is a list of
ones chosen for this report, from the first to the last.



All About Rachel Green's Birth Card

Our Birth Card is our most important symbol of who we are in this lifetime. It is the card that we
most identify with, and through which we have the greatest gifts to share with those around us. It
is also called our Sun Card and our Soul Card.

The Ace of Spades
The Card of Ambition and the Magi Card

The Ace of Spades is the ancient symbol of the secret mysteries, the most
spiritual card in the deck, and yet, also the most ambitious and material-
oriented in many cases. This is called the Magi Card because the Ace of
Spades was, and still is, the symbol used by many of the esoteric schools of
knowledge, among them The Order of the Magi, whose members are

responsible for the preservation and desemination of this card system that you are now reading
about.

The Ace of Spades person usually has a life-long conflict between their material, worldly urges
and their deep, past-life spiritual heritage. Usually the Ace of Spades person is either highly
materialistic and driven by his or her work and career or highly spiritual and esoteric minded.
Their Karma Card, the Seven of Hearts, suggests trials in the realm of relationships, family and
friendships. They are learning to let others be themselves and how to love them unconditionally.
Sometimes the lessons are very painful. In the end, these people become very loving and
considerate of others. Their mission is to find the inner peace that comes through a life of service
and dedication to higher principles. As their karma from previous births is discharged, they come
to realize this and learn to follow the unwritten law. In many ways they have put themselves upon
the cross. Whenever they deviate from the law, or disregard their spiritual nature they seem to be
unjustly punished.

Those Ace of Spades who are mostly materially minded seem to have one problem after another.



However, whenever they do follow higher principals and listen to their inner voice, they are
guided and protected, finding the inner peace they seek through awareness of their wealth of
spirit.

Some of the Ace of Spades Issues Concerning Relationships

The success or failure of the Ace of Spades relationships depends mostly upon whether or not
they are taking a more spiritual approach to their life in general. Those who are more
materialistically minded find themselves challenged again and again in the areas of love.
Emotional attachment brings continual pain. There can be betrayal and disillusionment over and
over until they see their own subtle attachments that lie at the root of these problems. Personal
fulfillment in love is delayed for most of them until they have reached some level of unattachment
to others and have learned how to give themselves the love they seek from others. Theirs is a
difficult path in relationships, but not impossible.

At heart they are very loving and giving, with precious dreams of love that await fulfillment. This
ideal relationship is not beyond their capability, but it usually comes later in life rather than earlier.



All About Rachel Green's PR Card

The Planetary Ruling Card acts like a second Birth Card to give you a new slant on your
personality and character traits. It is very important in terms of your personal relationships since it
represents a part of you that you identify with strongly.

Seven of Diamonds as Your Planetary Ruler

This card can make you lucky with money, but it can also make you worry
about money more than you should. It is a high spiritual influence that brings
success by letting go of concerns. You have the potential to become a
millionaire if you adopt a fearless attitude about your finances. This card
also gives you a lot of creativity, especially when it comes to promoting and
selling things. You probably have strong family values and feel that your

family is one of the most important things in your life. You can be very stubborn, especially about
what you want and don't want, and about the ways you handle your finances.



All About Ross Geller's Birth Card

Our Birth Card is our most important symbol of who we are in this lifetime. It is the card that we
most identify with, and through which we have the greatest gifts to share with those around us. It
is also called our Sun Card and our Soul Card.

The Seven of Diamonds
The Millionnaire's Card

The Seven of Diamonds is one of those unique cards called a 'semi-fixed'
card. As part of a special family of seven uniquely different cards, these
people fall into a different category and have a special mark on their lives.
They are very stubborn, but they are also extremely creative and some are
destined to become millionaires in this life by accessing the high side of this

spiritual money card. By suit, they are always connected with money. As a spiritual number, they
must maintain a non-attached attitude about money or there will be continuous problems in this
area. We find they are either worrying about it all the time or not worrying and having as much as
they like. Regardless, many of their life lessons will come through this avenue.

The other avenue is their close relationships. Family, lovers and friends are all very important to
the Seven of Diamonds person. They have close ties, for better or worse, with their family and
share in their trials. They have a high, spiritual love nature that often entails making personal
sacrifices for their family and other close relationships. There is little they wouldn't do on behalf of
their parents or family. This is one of the most spiritual cards in the deck and as such, their
success comes from approaching life in ways other than traditional or materialistic. The most
successful among them are the ones that live in the faith that all their needs will always be
provided.

They are usually restless, making frequent changes in either occupation or location. Their love life
usually entails sacrifice and disappointment until they learn to let others go and be as they are. In



their spiritual studies they find inner satisfaction and validation for their own intuition. Once on the
spiritual path, everything in their life is put into proper perspective and they can excel in any
chosen field.

Some of the Seven of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

For such a spiritual card as the Seven of Diamonds, issues in relationships revolve around letting
go of personal attachments and developing a more spiritual approach to love. They are, by
nature, very loving people and are willing to make sacrifices on behalf of those they love. There
are bound to have one or more karmic love involvements that challenge them to raise their level
of love to more spiritual and responsible heights. Like other cards, they have high ideals
associated with love and partnership. But these people are more or less destined to have these
ideals tested every step along the way. Their stubbornness and independence attracts powerful
relationships into their life, ones that teach them important lessons.

Most Seven of Diamonds females are attracted to, and often marry men of the Heart suit. They
also hold some fantasies about Diamond men. The male Seven of Diamonds is attracted to
Spade females and usually has many Club females as friends and associates. Club males
challenge the Seven of Diamonds female.



All About Ross Geller's PR Card

The Planetary Ruling Card acts like a second Birth Card to give you a new slant on your
personality and character traits. It is very important in terms of your personal relationships since it
represents a part of you that you identify with strongly.

Jack of Hearts as Your Planetary Ruler

This ruling card accentuates the compassionate side of your personality,
encouraging you to be selfless for those that you call friends and family. You
may find that you go out of your way to help those in need. This card also
brings a playful side to your personality. You probably like having fun at
most of the things you do. However, the low side of the Jack of Hearts is that
you can be stubborn at times and that you may exhibit some of the

immature aspects of the Jack which is acting immaturely or irresponsibly in certain areas of your
life - particularly romantically. You are capable of making great sacrifices for those you love and
of dedicating yourself to a higher cause. In doing so, you could make a profound mark on the
world.



All About Love Connections You Share

Look at each connection between you as a cosmic link that connects each of you to some part of
yourself that you want to look at, develop or explore in some way. Your partner is your mirror into
your own soul.

This report uses the most advanced techniques available to give some real insight into the inner
workings of your relationship. Using the ancient system, now known as the Book of Destiny, it
determines the energy 'connections' that reflect exactly how the two of you interact. These
connections are essentially described as planetary energies, for example Mars or Venus. Some
connections are harmonious, while others create certain kinds of friction or stress between you.
All of the connections between you serve an important purpose and contribute to the experience
that you share. Keep in mind that most connections have a higher expression and a lower one.
The affirmations given for each connection indicate how to access the highest expression of
each one.

The connections are listed in the order of their importance. The first connection is the most
important and the second is the next important, etc. But even the last connection between you
probably manifests itself in your experience together. Therefore, regard all of them as having
some important information for you.

You may have only a few connections, two or three, or you may have as many as fourteen. Each
couple has a unique number and kinds of connections - as unique as the love and feelings they
share for each other.

Look to see if you have more than one kind of connection between you. For example, you may
have a total of two or three Mars connections between you. When this is the case, you should
study these connections carefully, realizing that this probably indicates some of the most
important reasons that you are together and the issues that you most often face together.



Finally, there are no bad connections. If we are attracted to someone so much that we spend time
with them, there are important reasons for this. The descriptions of the connections in this report
can help you understand why you have made the choice to be together, which can in turn help
each of you to understand your individual personalities and needs better. Of course, some
connections indicate stress and challenge, but this is because we often use relationships as the
vehicle through which we resolve our own inner conflicts. If the love is there, there are many good
things for each of you to gain from being together.



First Connection

Your first connection is always considered the most important of all and, in most cases, will
represent the dominant pattern that is your relationship. Study the connection described below
carefully, as it may reveal some hidden opportunities for the two of you.

Ross Geller is the Venus Card to Rachel Green in the Life Spread

This is a wonderful connection for any kind of relationship and guarantees that Ross and Rachel
can be good friends at the very least. The fact is that they both have a lot in common. This gives
them many things that they can share and do together. It is a wonderful sign of compatibility and
adds a lot to the potential of this relationship to be successful.

In particular, Rachel just adores Ross. Even though she may get mad at him at times or irritated
by things he does or says, there is an underlying current of love that is always there that Rachel
can tap into and experience at any time. This essential compatibility helps them be 'friends first,
everything else second' in their relationship. This 'friends first' attitude will help them when
conflicts arise. It will allow them to let go of personal demands in order to be a friend to their
partner. This can have a powerful positive effect on the relationship and allow them to resolve
difficulties in a relatively short amount of time.



It is also very likely that Ross and Rachel have a similar, if not the very same, set of values. This
means that they give importance to similar things in life. They may have similar life goals or
directions, or merely like the same kinds of pleasures.

This is also a pleasure aspect. Sexually, Ross and Rachel should be very compatible. They will
enjoy similar experiences and have similar likes and dislikes. This makes their time together more
enjoyable and gives them many options and possibilities of things to do together.

Put all of this together and we can see that Ross and Rachel have very good chances of success
as a couple. Unless other connections between them conflict heavily, this one connection alone
can be a guarantee of high compatibility. To get the most out of this connection, Ross and Rachel
only need to remind themselves from time to time of all the wonderful things they share and focus
on those things.

Affirmation for Ross: I love being with Rachel, with whom I have so much in common, and enjoy
being appreciated so much by her. I think we could spend our entire life together.

Affirmation for Rachel: I appreciate all that Ross and I have in common. It is the many things that
we share that make our life together so enjoyable. I tell Ross just how grateful I am for his
presence in my life.



Second Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Rachel Green is the Neptune Card to Ross Geller in the Spiritual Spread

This is the strongest psychic connection that two people can have. It is a psychic link that exists
because the two people in this relationship shared a past life together in which there was a lot of
attention placed upon the idealism of their being together. They could have easily been co-
members of some religious or spiritual fellowship, sharing the same beliefs and religious
practices. They probably had the same goals of helping humanity or of spiritual attainment in that
lifetime. In this lifetime they come together with a strong spiritual and psychic bond that is often
difficult for them to describe.

What is interesting is that in the current lifetime, neither one of them may even have any interest in
spiritual matters. When this is the case, we usually observe that their relationship instead has a lot
of idealism and fantasy involved in it. This would be especially true if this connection is one of the
first between them. Ross is the primary receiver of this Neptune energy and so he is the one who
is more likely to have ideals and fantasies about Rachel and their relationship. Indeed, one of the



reasons for their being together may be for Ross to learn the difference between dreams and
reality. We all have some unfulfilled soul-level fantasies that are strongly stimulated when we meet
someone who is our Neptune Card. It is through these relationships that we get a chance to
experience the pros and cons of these kinds of energies and just how our dreams and ideals
work themselves out in this material world.

For this reason, this connection could add a very positive element to this relationship or it could
be the cause of a lot of confusion and disappointment. If Ross projects many of his fantasies and
unfulfilled desires onto her, Rachel could feel as though he does not love the real her, only his
projections. This could make Rachel tire of this relationship as she is not being loved for who she
is really is. Or, she could use the fact that Ross is somewhat deceiving himself to take advantage
of his weakness and go along with the deception in order to get things from Ross that she wants.
These are some of the more common, negative expressions of the Neptune connection.

The positive expressions of this connection are great, wonderful and unusual romantic
beginnings, inspiration in being together, an incredible psychic link to each other and romantic
feelings that never die. On the spiritual level, Rachel and Ross may feel as though they have a
special purpose in being together, one in which they will help the world in some significant way.
To keep this relationship on the positive side, Rachel and Ross only need to have an awareness
of all the manifestations, both positive and negative. By just being aware, they will always have a
choice in how they want this connection to add to their lives together.

Affirmation for Rachel: I realize the unusual power I hold over Ross and consciously direct our
activities together in positive directions. I realize that I may not be all of what he thinks I am, but I
am encouraged by his seeing the highest in me. He inspires me to reach my full potential and for
this I am grateful.

Affirmation for Ross: Rachel reveals to me my deepest dreams and desires and in many ways
she fulfills them. I use her influence to inspire me to do my best and to reach my fullest potential. I
am grateful for Rachel's presence in my life.



Third Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Ross Geller gives to Rachel Green as her Karmic Cousin

In this relationship the energy is flowing from Ross to Rachel. This means that he will be giving
something, perhaps many things, to Rachel over the duration of their relationship. This is a
karmic connection, which implies that Ross and Rachel have been together before and in that
lifetime, left some unfinished business between them. This does not imply any negative sort of
connection. On the contrary, Karma Cousin relationships often have a nice feeling to them of
mutual sharing and support. However, there is a definite flow from Ross to Rachel of some
specific things.

One of those things might be acknowledgment. It is likely that Ross needs to acknowledge
Rachel in some way. This acknowledgment may actually provide a valuable key that will open
doors for Ross, even though they may not realize this at the outset. In giving to Rachel he may
unlock his own mysteries. We might say that Ross learns from Rachel, but that learning must be
accepted by him if this relationship is to fulfill its purpose.



It is important to realize that in this relationship there is going to be an exchange of importance
between Ross and Rachel. If this exchange is hampered in any way, friction and conflict will be
the result. Usually, if we see a couple with this connection who are in conflict, we know that one or
both of them has done something to cause the flow to stop. However, once this has been
recognized, they can rectify the situation fairly easily if they choose to. Ross and Rachel should
remember this, especially when times of conflict arise. They should also remember that giving
and receiving are actually one and the same. Rachel has to be willing to receive just as much as
Ross has to be willing to give. If either partner gets blocked up for some reason, the energy of
this connection will begin to tear it down. But many relationships go through tearing down phases
which are followed by building up, so this is not something to be overly concerned about. Just
being and staying together will remedy most situations that come up.

So we see that this relationship probably has an important purpose, and the more that Ross and
Rachel are together, the greater the chances of this purpose being fulfilled. Other connections
between them will help define the overall nature of their being together and could even lend
insight into what will be exchanged. What this Karma Cousin connection tells us is that this
relationship has the potential to be very important for both of them.

Affirmation for Ross: I appreciate my relationship with Rachel and am glad to be able to
contribute to her life. I allow myself to express my generosity in its fullest with no expectation that
Rachel must act in any particular way as payment for my giving. In this way, I respond to the
natural forces that flow between us.

Affirmation for Rachel: I am grateful for the presence of Ross in my life. I accept all the good
things that he brings into my life and respond with appreciation and gratitude. I allow our
exchange to occur by being completely open to receiving whatever he has to offer.



Fourth Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Ross Geller's Birth Card is the same as Rachel Green's Planetary Ruling Card

First of all we know that Ross and Rachel feel very close to each other. There are some important
aspects of their lives and personalities that are a close, if not perfect, fit. When we meet someone
that seems to be so much like us, we are usually drawn to this, even if we don't know why. Most
of us truly desire compatibility and understanding from our partners. This connection goes a long
way towards providing these needs.

Next we know that Ross is naturally supportive of Rachel and her self-expression. He wants her
to have more success in her life and will do things to promote her success. If she is in a business
he will introduce her to the right people. He will make a point of introducing her to many people
anyway. It is his wish that she be happy and well-accepted by everyone he knows. These
intentions and efforts by Ross creates a real energy of love in this relationship that is noticeable
and powerful. Others who see Ross and Rachel together will feel this aura of mutual support and
get a lift from it. Others may even comment on just how good they look together or on how



wonderful their relationship seems. For these reasons, this relationship is very beneficial
business-wise and career-wise for both of them.

This connection also tends to lead to marriage frequently. For some reason that we don't
completely understand, long-lasting marriages often have this connection or others will similar
vibrations. There is something about this bond that supports being together comfortably, about
being able to live together successfully, and about enjoying every minute of it. If other
connections between Ross and Rachel support it, this could be the relationship of both their
dreams. Just having found someone with whom they share such a wonderful connection is a
good omen for them. It is an auspicious sign that denotes some good karma for both Ross and
Rachel. It reflects some good deeds that each of them has done sometime in their past, whether
it was in this lifetime or some other.

But once again, keep in mind that there are other connections to consider and even more
important that there are other factors to consider before determining how this particular
relationship will pan out. This is only one connection among many. But if Ross and Rachel are
willing and ready to enter into a long-term commitment, this could be the magical relationship
they have been waiting for.

Affirmation for Ross: I feel very close to Rachel and appreciate how she and I have so much in
common. I also enjoy encouraging her to be more of herself. I want Rachel to shine her brightest.

Affirmation for Rachel: I love the closeness I feel to Ross. I feel especially supported by his
encouraging nature and appreciate his presence in my life. We are good for each other and I am
thankful for this.



Fifth Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Ross Geller is the Jupiter Card to Rachel Green in the Life Spread

This is a wonderful connection that is often found among the cards of happy and productive
relationships. One of the main benefits of it is the financial end but it has other significant benefits
as well. Jupiter is known among astrologers as the 'great benefic'. It is the only planet in our solar
system that gives off more energy than it receives from the Sun. Its location in our natal
astrological chart always points to some area of our life where things come easily to us and
where we have many blessings to be thankful for. In this relationship, Rachel has much to be
thankful for, thanks to Ross, because he is a major blessing in Rachel's life.

These blessings may take many forms but they are often of the financial nature. Even though as a
couple Ross and Rachel may not be wealthy, Ross definitely likes to give things, including money,
to Rachel. This natural inclination to give is one of the signs of prosperity consciousness.
Therefore, if not now, it could lead to great financial success in the future. This is an especially
strong possibility if Rachel expresses and feels appreciation for Ross. Appreciation is one of the



most important keys in obtaining prosperity. If Rachel will allow the appreciation engendered by
this connection to grow, and if she expresses this verbally, this relationship could bloom into a
prosperous and happy life together where there is much more money and things than they could
ever use or need.

On other levels the Jupiter connection can bring blessings of many forms. There could be a
sharing of philosophies and spiritual ideals. Ross may provide beneficial guidance and
inspiration to Rachel. Essentially he will have a natural desire to give whatever he has that Rachel
values. If Rachel wants to see the blessings in this relationship grow, just remember to feel and
express the appreciation, as was mentioned earlier.

This connection increases the overall compatibility between Ross and Rachel to a good degree.
The fact that they have this connection points to some good karma for both of them, something
that they earned by doing good deeds for others in the past. It is a sign of good fortune and if
harnessed in the ways mentioned above, will develop into one of the cornerstones of their
happiness together and provide the prosperity that will ensure an abundant and happy future.

Affirmation for Ross: I am glad to be a blessing in Rachel's life and hope that I can give her all
that I have to give. I allow myself to express my generosity in its fullest with no expectation that
Rachel must act in any particular way as payment for my giving. My giving is complete in and of
itself.

Affirmation for Rachel: I am grateful for the presence of Ross in my life. I accept all the good
things that he brings into my life and respond with appreciation and gratitude. In this way I
multiply my blessings and transform our relationship into a powerful force for prosperity, peace
and abundance.



Sixth Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Rachel Green owes Ross Geller in a Karmic Relationship

This does not mean that this relationship has any sort of negative connotation because of this
supposed debt. Everything that happens in the universe is regulated by the law of cause and
effect. This relationship can be a natural expression of this law, providing that Rachel and Ross
allow it to be.

The implication here is that energy of some form is meant to be transferred from Rachel to Ross.
Just what the form of that energy is will be determined by the particulars of their relationship. In
general, it is best for Rachel to be willing to give whenever called upon. Other connections
between Rachel and Ross will help define what that giving is and how easy or difficult this
relationship may be for both partners. But, for giving to be successful, Ross must be willing and
able to receive. In truth, receiving and giving are one and the same. If either Rachel or Ross do
not allow this exchange to take place, there will be friction created in the relationship.



It has often been observed that people in Karma Card relationships either get along famously or
not. When they are not, it is because this exchange is being hampered by one or both of the
partners. If Ross is unable to receive, he will, in his own way, be undermining the potential of this
relationship. The same can be said of Rachel if she is unwilling to give. So, both partners must be
open to this exchange and participate in it. When they do, this relationship will take on a magical
tone. This is one of the connections in which a very high degree of intimacy can be reached.

Much like people with the same Birth Cards, Rachel and Ross have a lot in common. Though
they themselves may not see it as well as someone outside the relationship, they share common
talents, abilities, personal issues and challenges. There can be a sense of 'sameness' and unity
that makes them both feel and think that this is the way a relationship should be. This could be
compared to people who are twins to some degree. Much in the same way that twins can feel
each other's feelings and read each other's minds, Rachel and Ross are likely to be connected
psychically and mentally. Greater depths of intimacy and union are possible in this relationship
and Rachel and Ross have the opportunity to experience this blissful union in this relationship.

In fact, Ross is a strong mirror of Rachel. In some cases, this mirror may be a factor in creating
some friction in the relationship, especially if Rachel does not see just how much she is like Ross.
Because Rachel's card is the giving card in this connection, she bears more of the responsibility
for owning her personal 'stuff'. If Ross makes her angry, she must be the one to look at her anger
closely to find the fault within her, and not direct her anger towards him. Other connections
between Rachel and Ross will add different elements to their relationship and the combination of
them all will be a more accurate description of it than just this one connection. However, this
Karma Card connection is one that is the most important of them all and describes one of their
most important reasons for being together.

This connection has definite 'soul mate potential', meaning that Rachel and Ross can experience
states of divine union that few couples have ever experienced. This could be the love of their life
and the match made in heaven. But, as with other soul mate potential connections, a lot of
awareness and personal development must be contributed by both Rachel and Ross if it is ever
to be realized.

Affirmation for Rachel: I appreciate my relationship with Ross and am glad to be able to



contribute to his life. I realize that Ross is a strong mirror of myself and with this awareness I am
learning much about loving myself through being with him. I give whatever is needed to fulfill my
karmic obligations with love and without expectation of reward.

Affirmation for Ross: I am grateful for the presence of Rachel in my life. I accept all the good
things that she brings into my life and respond with appreciation and gratitude. I realize how
much we are alike and use this relationship to learn more about myself. I allow the exchange
between us to take place by being completely open to receiving whatever she has to offer,
without expectation.



Seventh Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Rachel Green is the Moon Card to Ross Geller in the Life Spread

Of all the connections that exist among the cards in the deck, the Moon connection is probably
the single most powerful one when it comes to decisions about long term commitments. When
someone is our Moon card, we feel very close and comfortable with them.

In this relationship, Rachel is a Moon Card influence to Ross. Her presence in Ross's life is like a
healing balm that soothes him. She provides Ross with nurturing support and a sense of
foundation, security, home and settledness. Ross, on the other hand, brings many good things
into Rachel's life. He brings new ideas, fresh perspectives, new information, a broadening of
experience and important direction for the relationship. In this relationship Rachel and Ross have
a strong communication link. This makes it easy for them to share ideas, thoughts and feelings
and makes this one of the highest connections that exists for overall compatibility. Whether they
realize it or not, Ross is the so-called 'leader' of this relationship. That is the nature of being the
Sun Card in a Sun/Moon relationship.



When we envision the ideal male/female relationship, a symbol that comes to mind is the Sun and
Moon. One rules the day, the other, the night. One is fire and the other water. Together they
balance each other out and fulfill each other's vacant spots. The Sun warms the water (Moon)
and the water cools the Sun. This is the most ideal connection for a couple who have these
essential male and female qualities and nearly guarantees the success of the relationship. Thus,
it is not surprising how many successful marriages are based upon this important connection.

Keep in mind though, that this connection only supports partners who are willing to play the Sun
and Moon roles. Some Sun/Moon relationships have ended unsuccessfully because one or both
of the partners was unwilling or unable to play the role dictated by this connection. What this
means for this relationship is that if Rachel is not willing to be the supportive, nurturing person in
this relationship, or if she is unwilling to take the back seat to Ross in key situations, this
relationship may not last. Likewise, if Ross is unwilling to provide leadership, perhaps because he
doesn't have any clear direction for his life, then the same result is likely.

However, when two people become involved with this connection they are usually willing to play
these roles. On a basic energy level, the roles are demanded of them and usually dictates how
they are together. When Rachel and Ross are harmonizing themselves with these roles, much
happiness and satisfaction is the result. This is a relationship that could easily last a lifetime.
There just is no better connection for compatibility and long-term harmony.

Affirmation for Rachel: I am very grateful for Ross's presence in my life. He is a breath of fresh air
that is always bringing me new and wonderful things. I love our communication together and
enjoy being Ross's support person. It feels natural to give of myself in this way.

Affirmation for Ross: I am grateful for the presence of Rachel in my life. I feel that I have found a
perfect partner that supports me in the directions that I feel are important in my life. I appreciate
all the wonderful things that she does for me and our easy and natural communications.



Eighth Connection

Connections beyond the first decrease in strength and significance. Therefore, the second will be
the next in importance, the third connection next, etc. But each new connection is slightly less
significant than the one before it. Keep this in mind as you read their meanings.

Rachel Green and Ross Geller are Mars to each other in the Life Spread

This connection is probably one of, if not the most, energetic connection that any couple can
have. Mars produces energy, passion and irritation. It stirs up a lot of energy that must be
harnessed and put to use, or it will tend to be destructive and conflictive. In this relationship
Rachel and Ross both inspire Mars energy in each other. This serves to double and even triple
the Mars energy between them. Therefore, these two will be having to deal with both the positive
and negative effects of this Mars connection for the duration of their relationship. With conscious
awareness of what is going on, they can harness this powerful connection to accomplish many
things and develop an active and enjoyable life together.

Mars connections can be very good for sex, and for working together. Mars is a passionate
planet, and inspires us to do things passionately. Sexually, this aspect produces a lot of pure
physical attraction, and it is usually mutually experienced by both partners. Also, this connection
is one of the very best for couples who work together. Sex and working together are both ways in



which this powerful Martian energy can be expressed in positive ways. Many successful working
couples have at least one Mars connection between them. In the case of Rachel and Ross, it is
like having two or three connections in just this one. Other positive expressions of Mars energy
include hiking, jogging, biking or walking together. Dancing, working out and any other form of
shared physical exertion are highly recommended. Otherwise, the negative expressions of Mars
energy will predominate. These include fighting, blame, hostility, all forms of abuse, and lots of
arguments. Just think of Mars as a magic genie who will grant all of your wishes with one
condition - you must keep her busy. If you don't give her something to do, then she will come
after you and try to kill you.

Rachel and Ross will have to take great care in this relationship not to allow the negative aspects
of Mars to captivate all their attention. This much Mars energy can easily have them getting angry
with each other on a frequent basis. Couples who have Mars connections are often drawn
together because they have habitual patterns of blame and anger with which they approach their
closest relationships. Mars connections give them the opportunity to work on these patterns,
which can be holding them back in many areas of their life. There are definitely things about
Rachel and Ross that can irritate each other, because on some level each of them reminds the
other of some of the things that she or he doesn't like about themselves. Each of us has some
things that we don't like about ourselves, things that we get mad at ourselves for. When we meet
someone who is our Mars Card, they will remind us of those things. Initially, we may get mad at
them and think that they are the problem. Closer analysis reveals that it is only that they are
reminding us of these inner conflicts that we haven't resolved. So, in essence, a Mars relationship
acts as a catalyst to help us learn to love ourselves. But sometimes it takes years before we
begin to realize that the problem is within us, and not in our partner. Getting beyond the stage of
blame to the stage of self-reflection is an important step that anyone with anger issues must
make. Because of this strong Mars connection, there is a good chance that both Rachel and
Ross have some anger issues to work on.

Keeping all of this in mind, Rachel and Ross can use this powerful Martian force to accomplish
many good things. If they are both career-minded, this energy can inspire them into productivity
and accomplishment. Even if they do not share career ambitions, this energy can help them get
more physically active and healthy. There are many wonderful uses for this Martian force and
Rachel and Ross can have a lot of fun discovering them.



Affirmation for Rachel: I am aware of how much I stimulate Ross and understand his feelings
because I can see how Ross stimulates me as well. I take full responsibility for my own anger,
seeing that it resides within me first. With this awareness I consciously guide my actions and help
us both by encouraging positive outlets for this powerful energy we share.

Affirmation for Ross: I accept Rachel as a powerful stimulus in my life and choose to take
responsibility for my own emotional reactions to her. This relationship represents a wonderful
opportunity for me to release my anger and transform it into positive, creative energy that can
benefit my life in many ways.
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